**5200 MOUNT SERIES: 5200HT**

**Dimensions & Performance Characteristics**
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**HOW TO ORDER 5200 SERIES ISOLATORS**

**PLATE STYLE ISOLATORS (5200 SERIES)**

- Letter N placed at beginning for Silicone
- Letter N placed at end for Neoprene
  (Absence of letter N indicates special natural rubber version)

- **N 5205-T X N**
  - Use T for 1/4-20 UNC 2B threaded core
  - Leave blank for through hole

**CUP STYLE ISOLATORS (5200H SERIES)**

- Letter N placed at beginning for Silicone
- Letter N placed at end for Neoprene
  (Absence of letter N indicates special natural rubber version)

- **N 5205-H T N**
  - Use H for 1/4-20 UNC 2B threaded core (hex is inside cup, opposite 1.5" dia. ring)
  - Leave blank for through hole